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Abstract

This paper proposes a discriminative framework for effi-
ciently aligning images. Although conventional Active Ap-
pearance Models (AAM)-based approaches have achieved
some success, they suffer from the generalization problem,
i.e., how to align any image with a generic model. We treat
the iterative image alignment problem as a process of max-
imizing the score of a trained two-class classifier that is
able to distinguish correct alignment (positive class) from
incorrect alignment (negative class). During the modeling
stage, given a set of images with ground truth landmarks,
we train a conventional Point Distribution Model (PDM)
and a boosting-based classifier, which we call Boosted Ap-
pearance Model (BAM). When tested on an image with the
initial landmark locations, the proposed algorithm itera-
tively updates the shape parameters of the PDM via the gra-
dient ascent method such that the classification score of the
warped image is maximized. The proposed framework is
applied to the face alignment problem. Using extensive ex-
perimentation, we show that, compared to the AAM-based
approach, this framework greatly improves the robustness,
accuracy and efficiency of face alignment by a large margin,
especially for unseen data.

1. Introduction
Image alignment is the process of moving and deform-

ing a template to minimize the distance between the tem-
plate and an image. Since Lucas and Kanade’s seminar
work [18], image alignment has found many applications in
computer vision such as face fitting [19], image coding [3],
tracking [5, 13], image mosaicing [23], etc. With the intro-
duction of Active Shape Model (ASM) and Active Appear-
ance Models (AAM) [7, 8, 19], face alignment/fitting has
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Figure 1. (a) Model training: learn a two-class classifier that dis-
tinguishes correct alignment (positive class) from incorrect align-
ment (negative class) based on warped images; (b) Face alignment:
given initial shape parameters, iteratively update the parameter via
gradient ascent such that the warped image achieves the maximal
score from the trained classifier.

become more popular in the vision community.
Essentially, there are three elements to image align-

ment, namely template representation, distance metric, and
optimization method. The template can be a simple im-
age patch, or the more sophisticated ASM and AAM. The
Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the warped image
and the template is one of the most widely used distance
metrics. For optimization, gradient descent methods are
commonly used to iteratively update the shape parameters,
including Gauss-Newton, Newton, Levenberg-Marquardt,
etc. The Inverse Compositional (IC) and Simultaneously In-
verse Compositional (SIC) methods proposed by Baker and
Matthews [2] are excellent examples of recent advances in
image alignment. Their novel formulation of warp update in
the optimization results in an efficient algorithm for fitting
AAM to facial images. However, as indicated by [12], the
alignment performance degrades quickly when the AAM
are trained on a large dataset and fit to images that were not
seen during the AAM training. We assert that this general-
ization issue is caused by the eigenspace-based appearance
modeling and the use of MSE as the distance metric.

To remedy the generalization problem, this paper pro-
poses a novel discriminative framework for image align-
ment. As shown in Figure 1(a), for the template representa-
tion, we train a boosting-based classifier that learns the de-



cision boundary between two classes, given a face dataset
with ground truth landmarks. The positive class includes
images warped with ground truth landmarks; the negative
one includes images warped with perturbed landmarks. The
set of trained weak classifiers, based on Haar-like rectangu-
lar features [21, 25], acts as an appearance model, which
is called Boosted Appearance Model (BAM). We then use
the score from the trained strong classifier as the distance
metric, which is a continuous value proportional to the ac-
curacy of alignment, to align the image by maximizing the
classification score. As shown in Figure 1(b), the image
warped from the initial shape parameters p(0) will likely
have a negative score. The shape parameters are iteratively
updated such that the classification score keeps increasing.

The proposed image alignment framework has three
main contributions.
¦ We propose a novel discriminative method of appear-

ance modeling via boosting. Unlike the conventional gen-
erative model-based AAM that only model the Gaussian
distribution of correct alignment, the BAM learns the dis-
criminative properties between correct and incorrect align-
ment. Also, the BAM is a much more compact represen-
tation compared to AAM, since only the weak classifier
parameters are stored as the model. Furthermore, the lo-
cal rectangular features used in the BAM makes it robust to
partial occlusion.
¦We propose a novel alignment algorithm through max-

imizing the classification score. Compared to minimizing
the MSE in AAM-based approaches, our method benefits
from the fact that the boosting method is known to be ca-
pable of learning from a large dataset and generalizing well
to unseen data. The final classification score after conver-
gence also provides a natural way to describe the quality of
the image alignment.
¦ We greatly improve the performance of generic face

alignment. The AAM-based approach performs well for
person-specific or small population-based face alignment.
Our proposal improves it toward the goal that a face align-
ment algorithm should be able to fit to faces from any sub-
ject and with any expression in real time.

2. Related Work
Due to the needs of many practical applications such

as face recognition, expression analysis and pose estima-
tion, extensive research has been conducted in face align-
ment, especially using model-based approaches. AAM,
ASM [2, 7, 8] and their variations [4, 9, 15, 27, 28] are prob-
ably the most popular model-based face alignment methods
because of their elegant mathematical formulation and effi-
cient computation. For the template representation, their ba-
sic idea is to use two eigenspaces to model the facial shape
and shape-free appearance respectively. For the distance
metric, the MSE between the appearance instance synthe-

sized from the appearance eigenspace and the warped ap-
pearance from the image observation is minimized by iter-
atively updating the shape and/or appearance parameters.

It is well known that AAM-based face alignment has dif-
ficulty with generalization [12]. That is, the alignment tends
to diverge on images that are not included as the training
data for learning the model, especially when the model is
trained on a large dataset. In part, this is due to the fact
that the appearance model only learns the appearance vari-
ation retained in the training data. When more training data
is used to model larger appearance variations, the represen-
tational power of the eigenspace is very limited even un-
der the cost of a much higher-dimensional appearance sub-
space, which in turn results in a harder optimization prob-
lem. Also, using the MSE as the distance metric essentially
employs an analysis-by-synthesis approach, further limiting
the generalization capability by the representational power
of the appearance model. Researchers have noticed this
problem and proposed methods to handle it. Jiao et al. [16]
suggest using Gabor wavelet features to represent the lo-
cal appearance information. Hu et al. [15] utilize a wavelet
network representation to replace the eigenspace-based ap-
pearance model, and demonstrate improved alignment with
respect to illumination changes and occlusions.

The basic idea of our proposal is optimization via max-
imizing a classification score. Similar ideas have been ex-
plored in object tracking research [1, 14, 26]. Avidan [1]
estimates the 2D translation parameters by maximizing the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification score. Lim-
itations of this method include dealing with partial occlu-
sions and the large number of support vectors which might
be needed for tracking, burdening both computation and
storage. Williams et al. [26] build a displacement expert,
which takes an image as input and returns the displacement,
by using Relevance Vector Machine (RVM). Since RVM
is basically a probabilistic SVM, it still suffers from the
problem of requiring a large set of support vectors. The re-
cent work by Hidaka et al. [14] performs face tracking (2D
translation only) via maximizing the score from a Viola and
Jones face detector [25], where a face versus non-face clas-
sifier is trained. Our proposal differs from these works in
that we are dealing with a much larger shape space than ob-
ject tracking, where often only 2D translation is estimated.

3. Shape and Appearance Modeling

3.1. Point Distribution Model

The Point Distribution Model (PDM) is trained with
a representative set of facial images [7]. Given a face
database, each facial image is manually labeled with a
set of 2D landmarks, [xi, yi] i = 1, 2, ..., v. The collec-
tion of landmarks of one image is treated as one observa-
tion from the random process defined by the shape model,
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Figure 2. (a) The mean shape and first 8 shape bases of the
PDM; (b) Image warping from the image observation to the mean
shape. Given a pixel coordinate (x, y) in the mean shape s0,
W(x, y;p) indicates the corresponding pixel in the image obser-
vation, whose intensity value (54) is obtained via bilinear inter-
polation and treated as one element of the N -dimensional vector
I(W(x;p)).

s = [x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., xv, yv]T. Eigen-analysis is applied
to the observation set and the resultant model represents a
shape as,

s(p) = s0 +
n∑

i=1

pisi, (1)

where s0 is the mean shape, si is the ith shape basis, and
p = [p1, p2, ..., pn]T are the shape parameters. Figure 2(a)
shows an example of PDM. By design, the first four shape
bases represent global translation and rotation. Together
with other bases, a warping function from the model co-
ordinate system to the coordinates in the image observation
is defined as W(x, y;p), where (x, y) is a pixel coordinate
within the face region defined by the mean shape s0. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows one example of the warping process.

We define the warping function with a piecewise affine
warp:

W(x, y;p) = [1 x y]a(p), (2)

where a(p) = [a1(p) a2(p)] is a 3 by 2 affine transforma-
tion matrix that is unique to each triangle pair between s0

and s(p). Given shape parameters p, the a(p) matrix needs
to be computed for each triangle. However, since the knowl-
edge of which triangle each pixel (x, y) belongs to can be
pre-computed, the warp can be efficiently performed via a
table lookup, inner product as in Equation 2, and bilinear in-
terpolation of the image observation I. We denote the resul-
tant warped image as a N -dimensional vector I(W(x;p)),
where x is the set of all pixel coordinates within s0.

3.2. Boosted Appearance Model

Boosting-based learning iteratively selects weak classi-
fiers to form a strong classifier using summation: F (x) =∑M

m=1 fm(x), where F (x) is the strong classifier and
fm(x)’s are the weak classifiers. Different variants of
boosting have been proposed in the literature [20]. We
use the GentleBoost algorithm [11] based on two consid-
erations. First, unlike the commonly used AdaBoost algo-

Input: Training data {xi; i = 1, 2, ..., K} and their
corresponding class labels {yi; i = 1, 2, ..., K}.

Output: A strong classifier F (x).
1. Initialize weights wi = 1/K, and F (x) = 0.
2. for m = 1, 2, ..., M do

(a) Fit the regression function fm(x) by weighted
least-squares (LS) of yi to xi with weights wi:

fm(x) = argmin
f∈F

ε(f) =

K∑
i=1

wi(yi − f(xi))
2. (3)

(b) Update F (x) = F (x) + fm(x).
(c) Update the weights by wi = wie

−yifm(xi) and
normalize the weights such that

∑K
i=1 wi = 1.

end
3. Output the classifier sign[F (x)] = sign[

∑M
m=1 fm(x)].

Algorithm 1: The GentleBoost algorithm.

rithm [10], the weak classifier in the GentleBoost algorithm
is a soft classifier with continuous output. This property al-
lows the output of the strong classifier to be smoother and
favorable as an alignment metric. In contrast, the hard weak
classifiers in the AdaBoost algorithm lead to a piecewise
constant strong classifier, which is difficult to optimize.
Second, as shown in [17], for object detection tasks, the
GentleBoost algorithm outperforms other boosting methods
in that it is more robust to noisy data and more resistant to
outliers.

We employ the boosting framework (Algorithm 1) to
train a classifier that is able to distinguish correct alignment
from incorrect alignment. Given a face database with manu-
ally labeled landmarks s, the ground truth shape parameters
p for each face image I are computed based on Equation 1.
Then, the set of warped images I(W(x;p)) are treated as
positive samples (yi = 1) for the boosting. For each image,
a number of negative samples (yi = −1) are synthesized
by randomly perturbing each element of p up to ±µ, where
µ is the corresponding eigenvalue of the shape basis in the
PDM. Note that in our context, a training sample for boost-
ing is a warped image I(W(x;p)).

We now define the weak classifier. Given that real-time
face alignment is desired, we construct the weak classifier
based on the Haar-like rectangular features [21, 25], whose
fast evaluation is enabled by the integral image [25]. As
shown in Figure 3(a), the rectangular feature can be pa-
rameterized by (r, c, dr, dc, b), where (r, c) is the top-left
corner, (dr, dc) is the height and width, and b is the fea-
ture type. Figure 3(b) shows the feature types used in our
algorithm. We propose a novel feature type, where two de-
tached rectangles occupy the mirror-position of two sides of
the face, based on the fact that the warped face is approxi-
mately symmetric in the horizontal direction. The hypothe-
sis spaceF , where (r, c, dr, dc, b) resides, is obtained via an
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Figure 3. (a) The parametrization of a weak classifier; (b) The six
feature types; (c) The notional template A, whose inner product
with the warped image is mathematically equivalent to computing
a rectangular feature; (d) Let the rectangular features of the posi-
tive samples have larger mean than that of the negative samples, by
multiplying a sign g = {1,−1}, and then estimate the threshold t
that has the minimal weighted LS error via binary search.

exhaustive construction within the mean shape. For exam-
ple, there are more than 300, 000 such rectangular features
for a mean shape with size of 30 × 30. The crucial step in
the GentleBoost algorithm, Step 2(a) in Algorithm 1, is the
feature selection process. It selects a weak classifier with
minimal error ε(f) from the hypothesis space using exhaus-
tive search.

We use the weak classifier defined as follows:

fm(p) =
2
π

atan(gmAT
mI(W(x;p))− tm), (4)

where Am is a template, gm is ±1 and tm is a threshold.
Given a rectangular feature (r, c, dr, dc, b), we can gener-
ate a corresponding template A, as shown in Figure 3(c).
The inner product between the template and the warped im-
age is equivalent to computing the rectangular feature us-
ing the integral image. Once the rectangular features for
a set of training samples are computed, gm = −1 if the
mean of the features of positive samples is less than that
of the negative samples, otherwise gm = 1. The thresh-
old, tm, is obtained through binary search along the span
of the rectangular features, such that the weighted LS error
is minimal. The atan() function makes this weak classifier
different from the commonly used stump classifier in the
AdaBoost algorithm, since the classifier response fm(p) is
continuous within −1 and 1.

The results of the boosting are a number of weak clas-
sifiers, each with 7 parameters cm = (r, c, dr, dc, b, g, t).
We call the set of weak classifiers {cm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} a
Boosted Appearance Model (BAM). Figure 4 shows the top
3 rectangular features, and the spatial distribution of the top
50 features trained from a face dataset with 400 images.

Compared to the generative model-based AAM, the dis-
criminative model-based BAM has a number of advantages.
First, the BAM learns from not only the appearance of cor-
rect alignment, which is basically what AAM do, but also
the appearance of incorrect alignment. Second, because of
the local rectangular features, the BAM is inherently more
likely to be robust to partial occlusion. Third, from the
storage point of view, the BAM is a much more storage-
efficient way of modeling the appearance information. We

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) The top 3 features selected by the GentleBoost algo-
rithm. The rectangles are well aligned with the boundary of facial
features, such as eyes and nose; (b) The brightness indicates the
density of the top 50 rectangular features. Most classifier features
are located on facial features.

do not store the training data. The knowledge of the training
data is absorbed in the selected rectangular features. Hence,
the BAM only requires a 7 by M matrix to be saved as the
model. In contrast, AAM need a N by Q matrix where Q is
the number of appearance bases, N À M , and Q > 7. The
storage-efficient property of the BAM enables the potential
of performing model-based face alignment from mobile de-
vices such as cell phones.

4. Face Alignment
4.1. Problem Definition

Given the trained PDM and BAM, we formally define the
problem we are trying to solve: Find the shape parameters
p to maximize the score of the strong classifier

max
p

M∑
m=1

fm(p). (5)

In the context of face alignment, solving this problem
means that given the initial shape parameters p(0), we look
for the new shape parameters that lead to the warped image
with the maximal score from the strong classifier.

Because image warping is involved in the objective func-
tion, this is a nonlinear optimization problem. We choose to
use the gradient ascent method to solve this problem itera-
tively.

4.2. Algorithm Derivation

Plugging Equation 4 into Equation 5, the function to be
maximized is

F (p) =
M∑

m=1

2
π

atan(gmAT
mI(W(x;p))− tm). (6)

Taking the derivative with respect to p gives

dF

dp
=

2
π

M∑
m=1

gm[∇I∂W
∂p ]TAm

1 + [gmAT
mI(W(x;p))− tm]2

, (7)

where ∇I is the gradient of the image I evaluated at
W(x;p), and ∂W

∂p is the Jacobian of the warp evaluated
at p.



Input: Input image I, initial shape parameters p, PDM
{si; i = 0, 1, ..., n}, BAM {cm; m = 1, 2, ..., M},
and pre-computed Jacobian ∂W

∂p
.

Output: Shape parameters p.
0. Compute the 2D gradient of image I.
repeat

1. Warp I with W(x;p) to compute I(W(x;p)).
2. Compute the feature for each weak classifier:
em = gmAT

mI(W(x;p))− tm; m = 1, 2, ..., M .
3. Bilinearly interpolate the gradient of image I at
W(x;p).
4. Compute the steepest descent image SD = ∇I ∂W

∂p
.

5. Compute the integral images for each column of SD
and obtain the rectangular features for each weak
classifier: bm = gmSDTAm; m = 1, 2, ..., M .
6. Compute 4p using 4p = λ 2

π

∑M
m=1

bm
1+e2

m
.

7. Update p = p +4p.
until ||∑n

i=14pisi|| ≤ τ .

Algorithm 2: The boosting-based alignment algorithm.

The derivative dF
dp indicates the direction to modify p

such that the classification score increases. Thus, during
the alignment iteration, the shape parameters p are updated
via

p = p + λ
dF

dp
, (8)

where λ is the step size, until the change of the facial land-
mark locations is less than a certain threshold τ .

We now discuss how to compute dF
dp efficiently. Based

on Equation 2 and the chain rule,

∂W
∂p

= [
∂W
∂a1

∂a1

∂p
∂W
∂a2

∂a2

∂p
], (9)

where ∂W
∂a1

and ∂W
∂a2

are both N by 3 matrices and N is the
number of pixels in the warped images. Since the affine
parameter a is a linear function of p, ∂a1

∂p and ∂a2
∂p are in-

dependent of p. Thus ∂W
∂p does not depend on p. In other

words, it can be pre-computed and does not need updating
in each alignment iteration. Note that we have this compu-
tational gain only because we use the piecewise affine warp,
which is linear on p. In theory, ∂W

∂p needs to be re-evaluated
if p are updated, when for example the warp is polynomial
on p.

We call SD = ∇I∂W
∂p the steepest descent image, which

is a N by n matrix where n is the number of shape bases and
N is defined above. Similar to AT

mI(W(x;p)), we do not
need to perform the actual matrix multiplication between
SD and Am. Instead, we compute the integral images of
each column in SD and then calculate the rectangular fea-
tures of Am by a fast table lookup.

The alignment algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Basically bm in Step 5 can be considered as the gradi-
ent direction derived from each weak classifier. However,

Table 1. The computation cost of the alignment algorithm at one
iteration. n is the number of shape bases, N is the number of pixels
within the mean shape, and M is the number of weak classifiers.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4
O(nN) O(N + M) O(N) O(nN)

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Total
O(n(N + M)) O(nM) O(N) O(n(N + M))

Figure 5. Examples of the face dataset: ND1 database (left),
FERET database (middle), and IMM database (right).

its contribution to the final gradient dF
dp is determined by

1
1+e2

m
. The weak classifiers with low |em| are less certain

in their own classification decision. These weak classifiers
contribute more to the final travel direction. Obviously this
observation conforms well with intuition.

We summarize the computation cost for each step during
one iteration in Table 1. Note that because of using integral
images, the most computationally intensive step, Step 5, can
be computed in a relatively efficient way.

5. Experiments
5.1. Face Dataset and Experimental Procedure

To evaluate our algorithm, we collect a set of 968 images
from multiple public available databases, including the ND1
database [6], FERET database [22] and IMM database [24].
Figure 5 shows sample images from these three databases.
We partition all images into three distinct datasets. Ta-
ble 2 lists the properties of each database and partition. Set
1 includes 400 images (one image per subject) from two
databases and is used as the training set for the PDM and
BAM. Set 2 includes 334 images from the same subjects
but different images as the ND1 database in Set 1. Set 3
includes 234 images from 40 subjects in the IMM database
that were never used in the training. This partition ensures
that we have two levels of generalization to be tested, i.e.,
Set 2 is tested as the unseen data of seen subjects; Set 3 is
tested as the unseen data of unseen subjects. There are 33
manually labeled landmarks for each image. To speed up
the training process, we down-sample the image set such
that the facial width is roughly 40 pixels across the set.

Given a dataset with ground truth landmarks, the exper-
imental procedure consists of running the alignment algo-
rithm on each image with a number of initial landmarks



Table 2. Summary of the dataset.
ND1 FERET IMM

Images 534 200 234
Subjects 200 200 40

Variations Frontal view Pose Pose, expression
Set 1 200 200
Set 2 334
Set 3 234

and statistically evaluating the alignment results. The ini-
tial landmarks are generated by randomly perturbing the
ground truth landmarks by an independent Gaussian distri-
bution whose variances equal to a multiple (sigma) of the
eigenvalue of shape basis during PDM training. We declare
that the alignment converges if the resultant Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) between the aligned landmarks and
the ground truth is less than 1.0 pixel after the algorithm
terminates. Two metrics are used to evaluate the align-
ment results for the converged trials. One is the Average
Frequency of Convergence (AFC), which is the number of
trials where the alignment converges divided by the total
number of trials. The other is the Histogram of the resul-
tant RMSE (HRMSE) of the converged trials, which mea-
sures how close the aligned landmarks are with respect to
the ground truth. These two metrics measure the robustness
and accuracy of alignment respectively.

We compare our algorithm with the Simultaneous In-
verse Compositional (SIC) algorithm [19], which has been
shown to perform best among the family of AAM-based
methods. We ensure both algorithms are tested under the
same conditions. For example, both algorithms are initial-
ized with the same set of randomly perturbed landmarks.
Both algorithms have the same termination condition. That
is, if the number of iterations is larger than 55 or the RMSE
is less than 0.025 pixels. Also, HRMSE is only computed
on the trials where both algorithms converge.

5.2. Experimental Results

We train the PDM and BAM on Set 1. There are 400 pos-
itive and 4000 negative samples, where each image synthe-
sizes 10 negative samples, used in the boosting-based learn-
ing. The resultant PDM has 33 shape bases and the BAM
has 50 weak classifiers. We determine the number of weak
classifiers by whether the current set of weak classifiers can
generate less than 0.1% false alarm rate at 0% missed de-
tection rate on the training set. In contrast, the SIC uses the
same PDM model as ours and an appearance model with 24
appearance bases. The number of the appearance bases is
chosen such that 99% of the energy is retained in the ap-
pearance model for the training set.

To test the generalization capability of the trained BAM,
we perform the classification on three datasets. For Set 2,
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Figure 6. Classification performance on three datasets.
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Figure 7. (a) The classification score surface while perturbing the
shape parameters in the neighborhood of the ground truth along the
4th and 5th shape basis. The convex surface favors the gradient
ascent method; (b) The four perturbed facial landmarks when the
perturbation is at the four corners of the surface on the left.

we obtain 334 positive samples by warping images using
the ground truth landmarks and 3340 negative samples by
perturbing each ground truth landmarks 10 times, using the
same methodology as for Set 1. Similarly, 234 positive and
2340 negative samples are generated from Set 3. By set-
ting different thresholds for the classification score F (p),
performance curves are shown in Figure 6. Although it is
expected that the performances on Set 2 and 3 are worse
than that of Set 1, the BAM still achieves reasonable clas-
sification capability on the unseen data, which enables the
potential of using the BAM in the alignment optimization.

Figure 7(a) shows that for a given image, a convex sur-
face of classification scores can be observed while perturb-
ing the shape parameters along two shape bases and setting
the shape parameters at other bases to be zero. It is obvi-
ous that the gradient ascent algorithm can perform well on
this type of surface. The range of the perturbation equals 1.6
times the eigenvalue of these two bases. When the perturba-
tion is at the maximal amount for two bases, the correspond-
ing four perturbed landmarks are plotted at Figure 7(b).
In the following experiments, when the sigma equals 1.6,
the actual initial landmarks could be further away from the
ground truth compared to these four examples because all
bases are allowed to be perturbed.

Figure 8 illustrates an example of iterative boosting-
based face alignment. Given the initial landmarks, as shown
in the first image of Figure 8(a), the alignment iteratively
updates the facial landmarks, which has decreasing RMSE
with respect to the ground truth and increasing classifica-
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Figure 8. An example of boosting-based face alignment: (a) Es-
timated landmarks at iteration 1, 5, 10, and 14; (b) Decreasing
RMSE during the iterative alignment process; (c) Increasing clas-
sification scores during the iterative alignment process.

tion score for the warped image. Note that computing the
score is just for illustration purposes and is not a necessary
step during the alignment iteration. However, the score af-
ter the alignment convergence, which is quickly computed
via 2

π

∑M
m=1 atan(em), can serve as an indication of the

quality of the image alignment.
The first experiment is to test the face alignment algo-

rithms on Set 1. The results are shown in the first row of
Figure 9. The horizontal axis determines the amount of
the perturbation of the initial landmarks. Given one sigma
value, we randomly generate 2000 trials, where each one
of 400 images has 5 random initializations. Each sample
in Figure 9(a) is averaged based on these 2000 trials. For
the trials where both algorithms converge, we plot the his-
togram of their respective converged RMSE in Figure 9(b).
The same experiments are performed for Set 2 and Set 3
with 2004 and 2106 trials respectively, using the same PDM
and BAM as that of Set 1. The results are shown in the sec-
ond and third row of Figure 9. The step size λ is manually
set to be the same constant for all experiments.

We make a number of observations from this experiment.
First, boosting-based alignment performs substantially bet-
ter than the SIC algorithm, both in terms of alignment ro-
bustness (AFC) and accuracy (HRMSE). Second, although
both algorithms have worse performance when fitting to un-
seen images, the BAM has a lower relative performance
drop compared to the SIC. For example, for the BAM tests
on unseen data of seen subjects (Set 2), the AFC is almost
the same as the test on Set 1.

One strength of rectangular features is that they are lo-
calized features. Thus inherently they are likely to be robust
to partial occlusion. We perform the second experiment to
illustrate this. We generate a white square whose size is a
certain percentage of the facial width and randomly place
it on the tested face area. We perturb the initial landmarks
in the usual way by fixing the sigma of the shape bases to
be 1.0. As shown in Figure 10, five levels of occlusion are
tested on Set 2. This shows that the boosting-based align-
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Figure 9. Alignment results of two algorithms on Set 1, 2, and 3.
From top to bottom, each row is the result for one set. Left column
is the AFC; right column is the histogram of the resultant RMSE
for the trials where both algorithms converge. Only the HRMSE
of the BAM is plotted at (f) since the SIC has no convergence.
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Figure 10. Alignment results on the occluded version of Set 2: (a)
Five different levels of occlusions; (b) The average frequency of
convergence under five levels of occlusions.

Table 3. The computation cost of the alignment test on Set
2. Our algorithm can run 8 frames per second even with a
MatlabTM implementation.

Sigma 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.6
BAM-iterations 7.1 7.3 7.6 9.1 9.0
SIC-iterations 54.4 54.8 54.6 54.4 55.4

BAM-time (sec.) 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.14
SIC-time (sec.) 0.62 0.59 0.61 0.62 0.60

ment can tolerate a certain level of occlusion because of the
nature of features used in the appearance modeling.

Table 3 lists the computation cost of the alignment test
on Set 2, without occlusion. The number of iterations
and times in fitting one image are averaged for the trials
where both algorithms converge. It is clear that with differ-
ent amount of perturbation, the BAM performs consistently
faster than the SIC algorithm and converges in fewer iter-
ations. The cost is based on a MatlabTM implementation
of both algorithms running on a conventional 2.13 GHz
PentiumTM4 laptop. It is anticipated that our algorithm will
run faster than real-time (30 frames per second) with a C++
implementation.



6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel discriminative framework

for the image alignment problem. For the template repre-
sentation, given a face dataset with ground truth landmarks,
we train a boosting-based classifier that is able to learn
the decision boundary between two classes: the warped
images from ground truth landmarks and those from per-
turbed landmarks. The set of trained weak classifiers based
on Haar-like rectangular features is considered as an ap-
pearance model, which we call Boosted Appearance Model
(BAM). For the distance metric, we use the score from the
strong classifier and treat the image alignment as the pro-
cess of maximizing the classification score. On the generic
face alignment problem, the proposed framework greatly
improves the robustness, accuracy, and efficiency of align-
ment.

There are several future directions to extend this frame-
work. First, since this paper opens the door of applying dis-
criminative learning in image alignment, many prior art in
pattern recognition, such as other boosting variations or pat-
tern classifiers, can be utilized to replace the GentleBoost
algorithm for learning a better appearance model. For ex-
ample, incremental boosting can be used for adding warped
images that are hard to classify into the training data, so as
to improve the classification capability of the BAM. Sec-
ond, more sophisticated optimization methods can be used
to maximize the classification score. Finally, as a generic
image alignment framework, our proposal does not make
use of the domain knowledge of the human faces, except the
symmetric rectangular feature type. Hence, this framework
can be applied to other image alignment problems, such as
medical applications.
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